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Learn:
+ The underlying cause of symptoms and of all diseases
+ The two phases of the disease process
+ The beneficial role of microbes
+ Why and how symptoms are part of an intelligent and meaningful process
+ How the psyche-brain-organ connection is hardwired for survival
+ The new role of nutrition, supplements, holistic medicine, pharmaceuticals, surgery, etc.  

Free Yourself from 
the Fear of Disease 
and Take Flight

It’s scary leaving the nest. The 
only environment you’ve ever 
known. To learn. To journey. To 
discover new modalities, we 
must take flight. 

German New Medicine changes 
human consciousness. You 
become more aware of who you 
are, why you do the things you 
do, and how to become the 
person you always knew you 
could be.

Regarding your symptoms, learn:

+ How and why they began
+ Their biological pupose
+ How they progress
+ Their natural resolution

"Andi is very good at teaching GNM and provides awesome support. If
you've ever wondered ‘why’ when helping clients achieve wellness this
course is for you! The knowledge will benefit you and your clients."

- Sherry Roden, ND, owner of Peak Performance Wellness Center, Stillwater, OK

How GNM helps you as a practitioner/provider:
+ Gives you more biological understanding for more effective modalities
+ Extremely helpful for clients with many complex symptoms
+ When your client doesn’t respond to conventional methods
+ You want a fast track of effective, accurate info
+ You'll have a new understanding of how to use your modalities to be more effective.
+ To better understand clients with complex and/or multiple symptoms
+ How to resolve client’s ongoing symptoms with 3 simple steps

Learn the life-changing information about 
safely resolving  symptoms and diseases, 
as discovered by a Medical Doctor over 35 
years ago. German New Medicine is a 
biologically based natural science that 
teaches an entirely new perspective for 
understanding your symptoms.

I want to resolve my health issues 
so I can be healthy.

Get Healthy
I want to teach people how 
to be healthy.

Help Others
I want to learn more about 
German New Medicine.

Be Empowered

GNM for Practitioners Online Program

Take the Course Today at biohealthworksinstitute.com
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